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Hard working and enthusiastic. A quick learner with excellent organization and 
communication skills. A responsible team player with a positive attitude and 
dedicated customer service. Well- disposed towards working abroad; adaptable, 
practical, self-starter with strong and likeable personality.

EXPERIENCE

Head Waiter/Server 
ABC Corporation - JULY 2010 – SEPTEMBER 2010

 Drove revenues, accurately monitoring cash intake to eliminate 
discrepancies.

 Directed all beverage and minor food purchasing processes to ensure 
effective inventory control.

 Secured long-term business need strategies, generating guest 
relations feedback for process improvements.

 Provided top quality control when creating house made infusions, 
daily juice and preparation, eliminating downtime to maximize 
revenue.

 Decreased health risks and safety hazards, preparing drink items 
consistently, creating cleaning schedules, restocking items and 
sanitizing equipment to adhere to department health department 
standards.

 Mitigated regulatory risks by ensuring compliance with liquor laws, 
and state sanitation/health code protocol.

 Optimized revenue, supporting food and beverage menu creation 
while promoting additional items for up selling.

Head Waiter 
ABC Corporation - 2006 – 2010

 As the youngest head waiter ever to be appointed at this fine dining 
restaurant in Chicago, I was expected to perform all of the duties 
expected of a waiter while at the same time ensuring that the rest of 
the waitstaff were performing their jobs to the utmost of their 
abilities.

 In this managerial role, I was in control of the floor during nightly 
service, and I was expected to provide input and approval for both 
the wine list and the weekly menu.

 All waitstaff attended mandatory wine tastings once a week, as a 
deep appreciation and understanding of our substantial wine list was 
required, and on occasion I conducted these tastings myself.

 Was in charge of scheduling and staffing; I was also the liaison 
between staff and higher management.
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 Further responsibilities included booking and attending to private 
parties and resolving any customer or staff disputes.

 160 Blue was a premiere restaurant in the Chicago area, and 
impeccable customer service was expected.

 Worked diligently to ensure that both I and my fellow waiters and 
waitresses provided the best possible experience for our customers..

EDUCATION



SKILLS

Experience managing at a restaurant.
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